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ABSTRACT

Effect of story telling  to Anticipation Attitude 7-8 Years Old

The anticipation attitude is part of cognitive development, if the
anticipation attitude is not growing the children will have risk  failure. The
growing  of anticipation, will reduce risk  of failure, because the children have
preparied for the possibility the things that will happen. Anticipation is part of the
interaction. Provide the story about an event to children can improve the attitude
of anticipation. The aim of was investigated this study  the effect of story to
anticipation attitude. This research used experimental, pre-post design control, the
subjects in this study were SD Mutiara Anak Sholeh Sukodono Sidoarjo and
SDN Bringinbendo Taman Sidoarjo. Sampling was done by total sampling and
affordable which subjects students in SD Mutiara Anak Sholeh and SDN
Bringinbendo 1, the total sample of 67 children, 33 control group and 34
treatment group. Data was collected by questionnaire and analyzed by descriptive,
of looking at the average value. This study shows that there are differences in the
average values of the attitude of anticipation between control and treatment
groups. the influence factor in this study was mother’s job, children with mother
who home job showed significant value, they have better attitude anticipation
than ch hildren with mothers who did not work the result showed before and after
treatment in SD Mutiara Anak Sholeh and SDN Bringinbendo 1 average
treatment group after intervention (64.05) was higher than the average score of the
control group (52.37). The difference in the average value in the treatment group
and the control group at the 2 SD after the intervention showed story telling has
an influence on the attitude of anticipation in student with age 7-8 years old.
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